Convening cybersecurity’s most powerful ideas and influential people

By and for security professionals

In an industry constantly innovating to combat ever-changing threats, security professionals need a trusted source for education on the latest techniques, products, and solutions. That’s why CyberRisk Alliance, through our respected brands SC Media, InfoSec World, and Cybersecurity Collaboration Forum, is the primary learning destination for over 55,000 security professionals and leaders a year, across the full spectrum of enterprise size and sector.

Embedded in the full ecosystem of cybersecurity stakeholders, and with the latest live and virtual event delivery platforms, we produce impactful events and actionable content covering the most relevant topics impacting the industry. We host a faculty of distinguished experts, craft content around their insights, and connect marketing partners and security leaders to take equal part in moving the industry forward.

Build product understanding and business relationships

CRA’s Learning capabilities give brands unique opportunities to deliver thought leadership, demonstrate product capabilities, and influence decision makers. We help our marketing partners stand out in an increasingly noisy cybersecurity environment, at premier events ranging from the flagship InfoSec World Conference and Expo to intimate CISO exchanges at Cybersecurity Collaboration Forum’s regional and industry-focused eRoundtables. In total, a full calendar of 260+ events in 2021 offer cyber professionals unmatched opportunities to learn and exchange with one another and discover product innovations to advance their organizations.

Where the cyber community connects and learns
CyberRisk Alliance (CRA) was formed to help cybersecurity professionals face the challenges and obstacles that threaten the success and prosperity of their organizations. We provide business intelligence and information services to help our growing community build effective strategies and make smart decisions, and innovative marketing solutions to galvanize an efficient marketplace. Most of all, we work to engage the entire cyber community and lift the success of all industry professionals.

Learn more at CyberRiskAlliance.com